
What I learned about life from
defrosting the freezer
My wife has finally forced me to defrost my freezer. It's the freezer in my home-
away-from home, and it's not normally one that she worries about -- except when
she takes a look at it. She took a look at it the other day, and as a result, it's now
almost frost-free.

As I worked trying to restore it from a vast frozen wasteland, full of year-old
steaks, chicken, and corn dogs, I learned a little bit about life -- just a little bit,
mind you, but still enough to share.

1. Defrosting a freezer, like life, requires patience.

When you first look at all that frost, it's tempting to pull out a sharp implement,
and get right at it, poking and stabbing, here and there, scraping and probing.
That approach explains how my office refrigerator got replaced last year.
Someone complained about the ice, and, too busy to pay much attention, I used
a screwdriver on it. Minutes later, I was out a $65 portable refrigerator. I didn't
have patience enough to let the thing defrost. Ah, well -- it needed replacing
anyway.

Unlike a freezer, you can't use a screwdriver on life. It just doesn't work right. You
can use sharp words, though; and you can damage life by pushing it beyond
where it wants to go, especially where other people are involved. Like the cooling
system in a refrigerator, people don't take well to sharp words. You've got to take
life with patience, even when you have great goals and the best of intentions.

2. Problems can clog up our lives, like ice clogs up a freezer.

I admit it. That freezer was very full of frost. My wife would no doubt tell you
stories about finding wooly mammoths buried in the ice, but that's not really true -
- there may have been a wooly mammoth steak in there, but I think it was really a
pork chop. At any rate, I discarded it before they could carbon date it, and bring
in the archeologists.

Like my frost-full freezer, problems can clog up our lives, taking up all the space,
and shoving all the important stuff right out of contention.  Sometimes, we don't
even notice it's happening. All of a sudden, the "freezer" is full, and our problems
have shoved all the happiness, joy, and living right out of our lives.
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It's important for us to take care of the problems that turn up, when they turn up,
and not wait until (as the frost did to my freezer,) they take over and push out the
good stuff.

3. When you're attacking the stuff, it helps to break it up.

I learned this when I was a kid. You see -- I hate snow. In fact, I hate snow with a
passion. Anyway, I learned as a kid that if I wanted the snow to melt faster,
walking through the snowdrifts a few times helped. The expanse of snow was
broken up, exposing more of the sides to heat from the air (try it sometime). As a
result, the snow melted more rapidly than it would do otherwise. In the same
way, I found that if the frost in the freezer could be broken up, even a little bit,
that it melted faster.

If we compare the frost to the problems we face in life, we see that breaking up
our problems into smaller parts, and attacking them on as many fronts as
possible, can help dramatically. Cutting interest rates, selling items, and
increasing salaries may address financial concerns. Weight problems can be
addressed by both diet and exercise, and attacked a few pounds at a time.

When we try to deal with massive problems all at once, we tend to get depressed
more quickly. Cut the problems down to size, and deal with them a bit at a time.

4. A united front can help sustain, or break an organization.

Let's look at the "big frost" from the other perspective. The bigger the frost, the
harder it is to melt it. If we are able to maintain a united front against the
challenges that come our way...in other words, if we are able to keep our
enemies (so to speak) from breaking us up, we're more likely to prevail.

One of the first rules in warfare is to split up the enemy. When you split the
enemy up, you can knock them down more easily.

Keep your alliances strong in an organization, and you keep the "enemy" at bay.
Keep your goals strong, and unbroken, your family intact, your financial
resources strong. If we allow the opposition to create even small chinks in our
armor, our resolve melts faster.

5. Introducing heat and pressure in concentrated doses can help break up
"big frost."

After struggling with the frost for a while, we added a hair dryer. As long as you
don't allow them to get wet from the dripping water, hair dryers are nice
appliances to use in defrosting a freezer, but only if used correctly. If you
electrocute yourself with a blow dryer, remember that I warned you.



When you dry your hair (or so I'm told...I don't have much hair anymore), most
people sort of wave the blow dryer back and forth. When using a blow dryer to
defrost a freezer, though, you take a different tack: aim it at one point, preferably
where the ice is thinnest, and then leave it there.

If you're working on a problem, the same tactic works. Take your "heat" and
"pressure," in the form of concentrated action, and aim it at the thinnest point in
your problem. It may be the credit card with the lowest balance, or the co-worker
who is most susceptible to change. Concentrate on the weaker points, and the
"big frost" will move more rapidly. If you concentrate on that one point, you are
able to more easily make that action count.

Let me illustrate this in a slightly different way. When you hit a nail with a
hammer, you transfer the muscular power from your arm, using the leverage and
mass of the hammer, and you transfer all of that energy onto the head of a nail.
The nail's shaft transfers all of that energy into the point, and from there into the
wood. Concentration is like that. With just the power of concentration, you can
make movement happen where before movement seemed impossible.

6. In order to defrost the freezer, you've got to take the first step.

My wife forced me to defrost this freezer. Well, she actually shamed me into it by
starting it herself. All right...truth be told, she did most of it.

I was perfectly fine with the solid frost freezer. I'd gotten used to it.

Seems stupid, doesn't it? Here I was, used to all that frost, and just too darn busy
to deal with it -- or even to care about it.

Sometimes -- most of the time -- we allow our problems to sneak up on us. What
could be a small problem -- a little frost -- suddenly becomes a big problem -- no
place to put the corn dogs. In order to get rid of the frost or  the problem, we've
got to take the first step to change. It's the first step that's the most important
one, as I've said before.

7. We've got to resolve to keep ourselves frost-free.

Once we've solved those problems, we can't keep backsliding. We've got to keep
the problems little. We've got to, as Tony Robbins says, "slay the monster while
it's still tiny." We've got to keep the frost from forming in our lives.

Life is like a refrigerator -- keep it cool, and keep it going, get rid of the frost and
you'll do all right.

Of course, there are always frost-free refrigerators. Maybe I'll buy one of those.



Lemme see: "What I learned from not defrosting the freezer." Nah...guess I'll
stick with the frost.

Wooly Mammoth sandwich, anyone?
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